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I.  Introduction

The Purpose
Most who interact with students with significant disabilities hope that there is one in the world who has a rich, varied, joyful, habilitative and constructive after school and weekend life; a life that is just as good as it would be if she/he was not disabled or one that cannot be improved substantially.  In contrast, most who interact with such students know that the after school and weekend lives of the overwhelming majority are not even close to being as good as they would be if they were not disabled or as good as they could be if reasonable resources were devoted to making them better.  

Nondisabled students develop a wide array of relationships at school and then express them in nonschool environments after school and during weekends and other nonschool days.  In contrast, meaningful relationships between students with severe disabilities and nondisabled peers are rarely developed at school.  Even when they are, relatively little effort is devoted to ensuring they are expressed constructively in nonschool environments after school and during weekends and other nonschool days.  So most are not.

The primary purpose of this manual is to assist Individualized Educational Program (IEP) Team members and others interested in, or responsible for, the after school and weekend functioning of a student who is severely disabled.  An extremely important secondary purpose is to help reduce the extraordinary financial and other hardships too often associated with after school and weekend functioning.  Indeed, the more time persons with significant disabilities spend with nondisabled schoolmates in constructive nonschool environments, activities and relationships, the less they will require the presence of family members or individuals who are paid expressly to be with them. The result will be a more integrated, enhancing, and typical quality of life for all.

The Student
The "Student" refers to an individual who functions, or who is perceived to be functioning, intellectually within the lowest 2% of a naturally distributed school age population.  Historically, IQ scores of approximately 50 and below and such labels as autism, multiply handicapped, cognitively disabled, psychotic, dual sensory impaired and moderately, severely and profoundly retarded have been used to describe her/him.  Chances are great he/she experiences communication, cognitive, social, physical, behavioral, sensorimotor and/or other difficulties in kinds and degrees that reasonable persons would consider them severely disabling (Sailor, 1988).  


Disabled, in this context, means "not able to".  If the label significantly or severely disabled is validly assigned, it is interpreted to mean that at least the learning and performance characteristics presented below are operative.  These and associated characteristics cannot be ignored, denied or minimized in importance.  Neither can they be used to exclude or reject the student from meainingful after school-weekend experiences. Specifically, the student:

is likely to learn fewer skills than 98% of all others of the same chronological age;

needs more instructional opportunities and time to learn than almost all others;

will experience more difficulties transferring and generalizing that learned in one setting to others than almost everyone else;

will be among the lowest 2% of all those rated on any measure of adaptive behavior;

can learn much, but only that in the lowest difficulty ranges;

is considered by almost all as "significantly delayed" in all academic subjects; and

is likely to forget more than all others if individually meaningful practice is not arranged.  If allowed to forget, he/she will need more instructional opportunities and time to relearn that which was forgotten than almost all others.



The Relationships of Concern
An After School-Weekend Relationship refers to a chronological age appropriate nondisabled schoolmate and a student who is severely disabled coparticipating in appropriate after school or weekend experiences that are not sponsored by a school.  That is, school facilities, personnel and other resources are not directly involved.  School sponsored extracurricular activities are addressed in another manual (Brown et al, 1994).  An important assumption is that if success in an after school-weekend experience is to be realized, at least one nondisabled coparticipant must be trained or verified competent to function as a supportive companion; i.e., to provide assistance in such forms as helping, guiding, protecting or "making sure all goes well for" the student.  Thus, an after school-weekend supportive companion is more than someone who is simply at the same Boy Scout meeting or in the same Volleyball Club as the student.  

Implementation Suggestions
First, this manual contains a strategy, not a recipe.  Users are encouraged to localize, individualize and supplement any component.  It will be necessary to copy or modify many of the charts, forms, questions and directives presented.  

Second, this is one of a series of six social relationship development manuals (see References).  The best way to use it is to first conduct a comprehensive analysis of the social life of an individual.  The Madison Social Relationship Inventory is suggested for this purpose (Brown, et al., 1994).  If, after conducting a more comprehensive analysis of the student's social life, it is decided that developing after school-weekend supportive companion relationships is warranted, this manual should be helpful.  While less preferred, it can also be used by someone only, or primarily, interested in developing after school-weekend supportive companion relationships.  If it is used independent of a more comprehensive social analysis, users are urged to complete the "Student Profile" component of the Madison Social Relationship Inventory or a reasonable facsimile.

Third, the more disabled the student, the more comprehensive and detailed the information gathered must be.  However, it is not intended that valuable resources be expended acquiring unnecessarily precise information.  Reasonable estimates based upon the direct experiences of responsible persons will often be acceptable.  Further, as this manual overlaps considerably with the others in the series and the Madison Social Relationship Inventory, rerecording and updating some previously gathered information may be necessary.  Users should be able to minimize redundancies and the associated difficulties after reasonable experience.  

Fourth, there are instances in which a phenomenon, as manifested in the life of a student, may not be in literal accordance with some of the values presented.  Nevertheless, unusual circumstances may be operative that make it "acceptable", "the best we can do with what we have" or "justifiable under the circumstances."  However, the actual reasons such phenomena are considered "acceptable" must be recorded clearly, scrutinized carefully and rejected if not absolutely necessary.  For example, realities may be that the student cannot spend a sufficient amount of time in a particular after school-weekend experience because the extra support needed for reasonable participation cannot be arranged.  Nevertheless, continued involvement at less than acceptable levels, while those responsible extend efforts to engender congruence between values and realities, may be considered "justifiable" because it is still better than available alternatives.

Finally, as the manual has a strong ideological base, it is extremely important that users develop and maintain working knowledge of the values presented.

II.  Values

The values are offered as guides to help determine if the existing or planned after school-weekend experiences and the assoicated social relationships are acceptable, in accordance with best practices, of reasonable quality, meet defensible professional standards, etc. and what to do if they are not (Meyer, Eichinger, & Park-Lee, 1987; Williams, Fox, Thousand, & Fox, 1990).  If they are insufficient in number or in kind to meet local ideological and other standards, additions or modifications are encouraged.  

Those responsible for the well-being of the student should take every action necessary to become informed of all relevant opportunities to build constructive after school and weekend relationships with supportive companions and other appropriate nondisabled persons.

The student should be provided reasonable opportunities to become involved in approximately the same number and range of environments, activities and social relationships after school and during weekends he/she would have access to if not disabled.

The student must have a reasonable amount of direct experiences in a wide array of after school and weekend environments and activities so informed choices as to those in which she/he might become more involved can be made.

The student should be as participatory as possible in decisions about whether or not to become involved in particular after school-weekend experiences.

The after school and weekend experiences in which the student is involved should contain natural or acceptable distributions of persons who are and are not disabled.

Only in rare instances should those responsible for after school-weekend functioning have the power to prevent the involvement of someone because she/he is disabled.  If such an involvement creates an unnatural proportion is one example.
The amount of time the student participates in after school-weekend experiences should be sufficient to realize a reasonable array of physical, social, and other benefits.

The PERSONNEL, INFORMATION-TRAINING, INDIVIDUALIZED ADAPTATIONS, MONEY and OTHER extra support necessary for acceptable participation in after school-weekend experiences must be arranged.

The after school-weekend relationships selected for development should be as resource efficient as possible. However, if the student requires extra support, all means of generating it should be exhausted before developing the relationship is deemed "unrealistic", "not feasible", etc.

The supervision provided after school-weekend relationships should be the same as that provided nondisabled persons, whenever reasonable.

School officials have extended school day responsibilities. That is, using the IEP process as a vehicle, all reasonable actions that ensure involvement in constructive after school-weekend environments, activities and relationships must be taken.  

Reasonable amounts of resources expended during school days and times should be devoted to developing relationships that can be expressed after school and during weekends and other nonschool days.

The student should be involved in after school-weekend experiences with the same persons with whom he/she would likely be involved if not disabled.

Involvement in after school-weekend experiences should attenuate rather than contribute to extra hardships experienced by family members and others directly responsible for the well-being of the student.

As the end of the school career approaches, the after school-weekend supportive companion relationships selected for development should be those most appropriate for actualization in postschool life.

Developing constructive after school-weekend supportive companion relationships is easier, less costly and less cumbersome if the student attends the school of her/his brothers, sisters, friends and neighbors; i.e., his/her home school.



If current after school-weekend relationships are not acceptable, IEP components designed to improve them should be developed.  However, even if existing after school-weekend relationships are acceptable, important aspects will, and in many ways should, change over time.  Therefore, plans to meet future after school-weekend relationship needs must be continuously operative.

Periods in a week, month or year during which the student is involved in constructive after school-weekend experiences that are followed by periods during which she/he is not, is unacceptable.  Reasonable balance across time is extremely important.  

III.  After School-Weekend Realities


Some, but certainly not all, of the information needed to secure a reasonable understanding of the after school-weekend life of the student can be recorded on The Current After School-Weekend Experiences Chart.  Additional information should be recorded on the pages provided or those added.  Before proceeding, record the IEP team members and the other persons directly involved in the completion of this manual.


                                            Name

      Student  										                                                

      Mother      									                                             

      Father      									                                             

      Legal guardian-female   							                                 

      Legal guardian-male 							                                     

      Brother               							                                   

      Sister        									                                           

      Special education teacher   								                             
      Regular education teacher 						                               

      Occupational therapist  							                                 

      Physical therapist      							                                 

      Instructional assistant  						                            

      Supportive companion        						

														

														                             

                                                               
"After school-weekends" refers to the time school ends to the time the student goes to bed at night on school days and from the time he/she awakens until she/he goes to bed for the night on Saturdays, Sundays, holidays and other nonschool days.  For purposes here, "after school" is arbitrarily divided into two time segments:

 	#1.	From the time the school day ends to just before the start of the evening meal period; and,

 	#2.	From the time the evening meal period ends to the time the student goes to bed for the night.


Saturdays, Sundays, holidays, etc. are arbitrarily divided into three time segments:

	#3. 	Mornings - from the time a student awakens to just before the lunch period;

	#4.	Afternoons - from the start of the lunch period to just before the evening meal period; and,

	#5.	Evenings - from the start of the evening meal period until the student goes to bed for the night.
 

On The Current After School-Weekend Chart record the environments in which the student functions and the major activities in which she/he engages in each time segment.  Then record the month or months in which he/she is involved in each activity.  If the student is involved in an activity during the entire school year, check school year.  If the student is involved in an activity throughout the calendar year, check annual.  Then record the days of the week and the times the student typically participates in each activity.  Finally, report the persons who typically interact with the student during each activity.  
THE CURRENT AFTER SCHOOL-WEEKEND CHART


Time Segment #1 - From        To ______      

Environment                                                                Time____               
   Activity                         Months                Days         From  -   To           Student Interacts With    

                                 S      O      N          M      T           -                Students with disabilities

                                 D      J      F          W      R                            Nondisabled students

                                 M      A      M          F      S                            Adult activity leader  

                                 J      J      A          SU                                  Personal attendant
  
                                 School Year                                                  Supportive companion

                                 Annual                                                       Parent

                                                                                              Brother


                                                                                                                        

                                 S      O      N          M      T           -                Students with disabilities

                                 D      J      F          W      R                            Nondisabled students

                                 M      A      M          F      S                            Adult activity leader  

                                 J      J      A          SU                                  Personal attendant
  
                                 School Year                                                  Supportive companion

                                 Annual                                                       Parent

                                                                                              Brother

                                                                                              Sister

                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                        
THE CURRENT AFTER SCHOOL-WEEKEND CHART


Time Segment #  - From        To ______     

Environment                                                                Time____               
   Activity                         Months                Days         From  -   To           Student Interacts With    

                                 S      O      N          M      T           -                Students with disabilities

                                 D      J      F          W      R                            Nondisabled students

                                 M      A      M          F      S                            Adult activity leader  

                                 J      J      A          SU                                  Personal attendant
  
                                 School Year                                                  Supportive companion

                                 Annual                                                       Parent

                                                                                              Brother

                                                                                              Sister


                                 S      O      N          M      T           -                Students with disabilities

                                 D      J      F          W      R                            Nondisabled students

                                 M      A      M          F      S                            Adult activity leader  

                                 J      J      A          SU                                  Personal attendant
  
                                 School Year                                                  Supportive companion

                                 Annual                                                       Parent

                                                                                              Brother

                                                                                              Sister


THE CURRENT AFTER SCHOOL-WEEKEND CHART

Time Segment # _ - From        To _____     

Environment                                                                Time____               
   Activity                         Months                Days         From  -   To           Student Interacts With    

                                 S      O      N          M      T           -                Students with disabilities

                                 D      J      F          W      R                            Nondisabled students

                                 M      A      M          F      S                            Adult activity leader  

                                 J      J      A          SU                                  Personal attendant
  
                                 School Year                                                  Supportive companion

                                 Annual                                                       Parent

                                                                                              Brother

                                                                                              Sister


                                 S      O      N          M      T           -                Students with disabilities

                                 D      J      F          W      R                            Nondisabled students

                                 M      A      M          F      S                            Adult activity leader  

                                 J      J      A          SU                                  Personal attendant
  
                                 School Year                                                  Supportive companion

                                 Annual                                                       Parent

                                                                                              Brother

                                                                                              Sister


THE CURRENT AFTER SCHOOL-WEEKEND CHART


Time Segment #  - From        To ______     

Environment                                                                Time____               
   Activity                         Months                Days         From  -   To           Student Interacts With    

                                 S      O      N          M      T           -                Students with disabilities

                                 D      J      F          W      R                            Nondisabled students

                                 M      A      M          F      S                            Adult activity leader  

                                 J      J      A          SU                                  Personal attendant
  
                                 School Year                                                  Supportive companion

                                 Annual                                                       Parent

                                                                                              Brother

                                                                                              Sister


                                 S      O      N          M      T           -                Students with disabilities

                                 D      J      F          W      R                            Nondisabled students

                                 M      A      M          F      S                            Adult activity leader  

                                 J      J      A          SU                                  Personal attendant
  
                                 School Year                                                  Supportive companion

                                 Annual                                                       Parent

                                                                                              Brother

                                                                                              Sister

                                                                                                                        

THE CURRENT AFTER SCHOOL-WEEKEND CHART

Time Segment #  - From        To _____     

Environment                                                                Time____               
   Activity                         Months                Days         From  -   To           Student Interacts With    

                                 S      O      N          M      T           -                Students with disabilities

                                 D      J      F          W      R                            Nondisabled students

                                 M      A      M          F      S                            Adult activity leader  

                                 J      J      A          SU                                  Personal attendant
  
                                 School Year                                                  Supportive companion

                                 Annual                                                       Parent

                                                                                              Brother

                                                                                              Sister



                                 S      O      N          M      T           -                Students with disabilities

                                 D      J      F          W      R                            Nondisabled students

                                 M      A      M          F      S                            Adult activity leader  

                                 J      J      A          SU                                  Personal attendant
  
                                 School Year                                                  Supportive companion

                                 Annual                                                       Parent

                                  		                                                    Brother
													
														___ Sister
														Other Information
Record other information needed to secure a reasonable understanding of the current after school-weekend life of the student.
																																																																																																																																																						

IV.  Comparing Values to Realities

The task now is to determine if current after school-weekend realities are in reasonable accordance with the values presented. The strategy offered is to delineate the time segments judged by the IEP team and significant others to be in need of the most attention; and then compare the values to the realities in each. In most instances the after school and the Saturday morning time segments are the most problematic and therefore are given priority over others.  The forms, etc. necessary to address Time Segment #1 and one additional segment are provided.  Users are encouraged to adapt that presented to address other time segments.

The School

Does the student attend his/her home school; i.e., the school she/he would probably attend if not disabled?

     	Yes

      	No



If "No," does the fact that the student does not attend his/her home school have an effect on her/his after school-weekend social life?

      	Yes

      	No



If "Yes," report how the after school-weekend social life of the student is affected by attending a non-home school.

     	The student does not attend school with nondisabled peers who live near him.  This makes it extremely difficult to establish relationships at school and then arrange for them to be expressed after school and during weekends.
																																																																																																																																																						


Time Segment #1

Day

   M     T     W     T     F     All School Days

Time

From         To        



Environments

Record the environments in which the student typically functions in Time Segment #1 or examine the Current After School-Weekend Chart.

																																																																																																																																																						


Is the array of environments in which the student functions during Time Segment #1 acceptable?

      Yes

      No



If "Yes," report why the array of environments in which the student functions during Time Segment #1 is acceptable.
																																																																																																																																																						


If "No," report why the array of environments in which the student functions during Time Segment #1 is unacceptable.

																																																																																																																																																						


Are there environments in which the student should function during Time Segment #1, but does not?

      Yes

      No



If "Yes," report the environments in which the student should function during Time Segment #1 and why.

																																																																																																																																																						


Activities

Record the activities in which the student is involved during Time Segment #1 or examine the Current After School-Weekend Chart.

																																																																																																																																																						
Is the array of activities in which the student participates during Time Segment #1 acceptable?

      Yes

      No



If "Yes," report why the array of activities in which the student participates during Time Segment #1 is acceptable.

																																																																																																																																																						

If "No," report why the array of activities in which the student participates during Time Segment #1 is unacceptable.

																																																																																																																																																						

 
Are there activities in which the student could or should participate during Time Segment #1, but does not?

      Yes

      No



If "Yes," report the activities in which the student could or should participate during Time Segment #1 and why.

																																																																																																																																																						


Time

Are the amounts of time the student participates in each activity during Time Segment #1 acceptable?

     	Yes

     	No



If "Yes," report why the amounts of time the student participates in each activity during Time Segment #1 are acceptable.

																																																																																																																																																						


If "No," report why the amounts of time the student participates in an activity during Time Segment #1 are unacceptable.
																																																																																																																																																						



Persons With Whom The Student Interacts

Record the persons with whom the student interacts during Time Segment #1 or examine the Current After School-Weekend Chart.

     	Schoolmates with disabilities

     	Schoolmates without disabilities

     	Mother

     	Father

     	Brother

     	Sister

      	Grandparent

     	Cousin

     	Neighborhood peers

      	Babysitter

     	Personal attendant

     	Supportive companion

     	                           

     	                           




Is the array of persons with whom the student interacts during Time Segment #1 acceptable?

     	Yes

     	No



If "Yes," record why the array of persons with whom the student interacts during Time Segment #1 is acceptable.

																																																																																																																																																						


If "No," record why the array of persons with whom the student interacts during Time Segment #1 is unacceptable.

																																																																																																																																																						


Are there persons with whom the student should interact during Time Segment #1, but does not?

     	Yes

     	No



If "Yes," report the persons with whom the student should interact during Time Segment #1 and why.

																																																																																																																																																						

Supervision

Record the persons responsible for supervising the student during Time Segment #1.

      	Adult activity leader

      	Educational assistant

     	Special education teacher

      	Schoolmates without disabilities

      	Personal attendant

      	Volunteer

      	Parent

     	                              

     	                              

     	                              



Are the persons responsible for supervising the student during Time Segment #1 acceptable?

      Yes

      No


If "Yes," report why the persons responsible for supervising the student during Time Segment #1 are acceptable.
																																																																																																																																																						


If "No," report why the persons responsible for supervising the student during Time Segment #1 are unacceptable.

																																																																																																																																																						

 

Report those persons who should be responsible for supervising the student during Time Segment #1, but are not.

     	Adult activity leader

      	Schoolmates without disabilities

     	A supportive companion 



Extra Support

Extra support refers to the PERSONNEL, INFORMATION-TRAINING, INDIVIDUALIZED ADAPTATIONS, MONEY, and OTHER phenomena a student and those who interact with her/him need in order to participate meaningfully in appropriate experiences after school and during weekends THAT WOULD NOT BE NEEDED IF HE/SHE WAS NOT DISABLED.  In reality, it is often difficult or impossible to delineate mutually exclusive categories of support.  However, attempts seem necessary here for organization and communication purposes.

Record the PERSONS who provide support during Time Segment #1 who would not do so if the student was not disabled.

     	Adult activity leader

     	Educational assistant

     	Special education teacher

     	Schoolmates without disabilities

     	Personal attendant

     	Volunteer

     	Respite worker

     	Parent/Guardian

Are the PERSONS who provide support during Time Segment #1 acceptable?

     	Yes

     	No



If "No," report why the PERSONS who provide support during Time Segment #1 are unacceptable.
																																																																																																																																																						


Report the PERSONS who should provide support during Time Segment #1, but do not, and the support they should provide.

																																																																																																																																																						
In some instances those who interact with the student may be in need of INFORMATION and/or specific kinds of TRAINING that would not be needed if he/she was not disabled.  



Record the extra INFORMATION-TRAINING that has been provided those who interact with the student during Time Segment #1?

																																																																																																																																																						



Is the INFORMATION-TRAINING that has been provided those who interact with the student during Time Segment #1 is acceptable?

      Yes

      No


If "No," report why the INFORMATION-TRAINING that has been provided those who interact with the student during Time Segment #1 is unacceptable.

																																																																																																																																																						


Is there additional INFORMATION-TRAINING that should be provided those who interact with the student during Time Segment #1?

     	Yes

     	No



If "Yes," report the additional INFORMATION-TRAINING that should be provided and who should receive it.

																																																																																																																																																						

 

INDIVIDUALIZED ADAPTATIONS are the materials, assistive devices, sequences, regulations and other factors that have to be utilized, modified or created so that the student can function acceptably, that would not be needed if he/she were not disabled.



Record the INDIVIDUALIZED ADAPTATIONS used during Time Segment #1.

																																																																																																																																																						

Are the INDIVIDUALIZED ADAPTATIONS utilized during Time Segment #1 acceptable?

      Yes

      No



If "No," report why the INDIVIDUALIZED ADAPTATIONS utilized during Time Segment #1 are unacceptable.

																																																																																																																																																						


Are there INDIVIDUALIZED ADAPTATIONS that might enhance the functioning of the student during Time Segment #1?

     	Yes

     	No



If "Yes," describe them and report how each might be used.

																																																																																																																																																						

Record OTHER extra support provided during Time Segment #1.

Is the OTHER extra support provided during Time Segment #1 acceptable.

     	Yes

     	No



If "No," report why the OTHER extra support provided during Time Segment #1 is unacceptable.
If there is extra support that should be provided during Time Segment #1 that has not been described above, report it below.
																																																																																																																																																						


Record the amounts of MONEY being spent per typical day and week during Time Segment #1, that would not be spent if the student was not disabled.

          M          $                

          T          $                

          W          $                

          TH         $                

          F          $                

          S          $                

          S          $                

          Total Per Week                    $                  



Is the amount of extra MONEY spent per typical week during Time Segment #1 acceptable?

      Yes

      No



If "No," report why the amount of extra MONEY spent per week during Time Segment #1 is unacceptable.

		Parents cannot afford the extra costs.

     	The cost of paying professionals to assist the student could be reduced if proper adaptations were utilized.
																																																																																																																																																						


 
Extra Hardships

Record extraordinary hardships being experienced during Time Segment #1.

																																																																																																																																																						


Are there reasonable courses of action that can be taken to alleviate at least some of the extra hardships experienced during Time Segment #1?

      Yes

      No



If "Yes," report the actions that may reduce at least some of the extra hardships and those who should take them.

																																																																																																																																																						

 
Future Experiences

Have plans for future, or changes in existing, after school-weekend experiences during Time Segment #1 been developed?

     	Yes

     	No



If "Yes," report where the plans are located.

     	In the current IEP

     	In the most recent Multidisciplinary Team Report

     	In the most recent Individualized Transition Plan (ITP)

     	In the Individualized Family Support Plan (IFSP)

     	In the most recent Individualized Habilitation Plan (IHP)

																																																																											
															

 
If "No," report why such plans have not been developed.

     	Changes in existing experiences in the near future are not anticipated.

     	A plan is currently being developed.



Additional Information

Record additional information that should be considered in the process of determining whether the life of the student during Time Segment #1 is in reasonable accordance with the values presented.

																																																																																																																																																						

Summary Judgment

After considering the information gathered, is it your summary judgment that the after school-weekend life of the student during time Segment #1 is in reasonable accordance with the values presented?

     	Yes

     	No



If "Yes," enjoy and proceed to the next most problematic time segment, etc.



If "No," proceed to the next most problematic time segment and then to the component of this manual that addresses After School-Weekend Options.


Time Segment #   


Day

   M     T     W     T     F     S      Su

Time

From         To        



Compare the realities of Time Segment #    to the values presented with the same strategies used in relation to Time Segment #1.


Judgment Across Time Segments

After considering the information gathered across the time segments studied, is it your judgment that the After School-Weekend life of the student is in reasonable accordance with the values presented?

     	Yes

     	No



If "Yes," enjoy!



If "No," proceed the component of this manual that addresses After School-Weekend Options.

V.  After School-Weekend Options

Users are encouraged to contact all public, private, formal, and informal organizations, groups and individuals that sponsor experiences in which the student may feasibly and appropriately participate with nondisabled peers after school and during weekends and other nonschool days.  The intent here is to generate awareness of a locally meaningful variety of potential after school-weekend experiences.  On The After School-Weekend Options Chart record the name of organizations, individuals, etc. that sponsor potentially valuable after school-weekend experiences.  In addition, record the environments in which they are typically available, the eligibility criteria and the estimated cost of participation.  The options provided are only examples and users are encouraged to localize as appropriate.  


THE AFTER SCHOOL-WEEKEND OPTIONS CHART


Sponsor                                                     Eligibility
   Environment                    Activities                  Criteria                 Cost                      

Community Recreation Dept.                                  Resident of City           None

   Recreation Center              Playing board games
                                  Working with clay

                                                                                                                 

Boy Scouts of America                                       Belief in God              Uniforms-$50.00
                                                                                       Materials-$20.00
   First Baptist Church           Baking cookies                                       
                                  Building cars out                                    
                                    of wooden blocks                                    

   Neighborhood                   Selling cookies                                      None

                                                                                                                 

YMCA/YWCA                                                   None                       Annual membership - $50.00
                                                                                       
   West Branch                    Swimming
                                  Lifting weights
                                  Participating in 
                                    aerobics classes
                                  Playing basketball

                                                                                                                 

Church/Temple                                               Religious beliefs
                                                              of sponsor
   Building where                 Participating in                                     None
     congregation meets             regularly scheduled                               
                                    activities

                                                                                                                 

THE AFTER SCHOOL-WEEKEND OPTIONS CHART (Cont.)


Sponsor                                                     Eligibility
   Environment                    Activities                  Criteria                 Cost                      

Neighborhood Association                                    Neighborhood Residence

   Local Park                     Eating together at                                   Cost of food
                                    a picnic

   Neighborhood                   Participating in                                     None
                                    holiday events

                                                                                                                 

Town/City Civic Center                                      None

   Theater                        Listening to music                                   Per ticket

                                  Viewing theater                                      Per ticket
                                    productions                                        

                                                                                                                 

Public Library                                              Resident of city

   Central Library                Listening to music                                   None

                                  Listening to story                                   
                                    hour

                                                                                                                 

Local College                                               State resident

   Campus                         Painting class                                       Tuition and
                                                                                          materials

   Off Campus                     Bird watching                                        Tuition
                                    
                                                                                                                 

THE AFTER SCHOOL-WEEKEND OPTIONS CHART (Cont.)


Sponsor                                                     Eligibility
   Environment                    Activities                  Criteria                 Cost                      

Unsponsored

   Yard of Neighbors              Being included in a       None                       None
                                    baseball game with
                                    nondisabled neighbors

                                                                                                                 

Unsponsored

   Public Beach                   Building sand castles     None                       None
                                    with nondisabled peers

                                                                                                                 

Unsponsored

   Neighbors Farm                 Helping to feed the       None                       None
                                    cattle with 
                                    nondisabled peer

                                                                                                                 

Unsponsored

   Neighborhood Market            Wheeling to the store     None                       $.55
                                    for a coke with
                                    nondisabled neighbors

                                                                                                                 

THE AFTER SCHOOL-WEEKEND OPTIONS CHART (Cont.)


Sponsor                                                     Eligibility
   Environment                    Activities                  Criteria                 Cost                      


THE AFTER SCHOOL-WEEKEND OPTIONS CHART (Cont.)


Sponsor                                                     Eligibility
   Environment                    Activities                  Criteria                 Cost                      


THE AFTER SCHOOL-WEEKEND OPTIONS CHART (Cont.)


Sponsor                                                     Eligibility
   Environment                    Activities                  Criteria                 Cost                      


THE AFTER SCHOOL-WEEKEND OPTIONS CHART (Cont.)


Sponsor                                                     Eligibility
   Environment                    Activities                  Criteria                 Cost                      


THE AFTER SCHOOL-WEEKEND OPTIONS CHART (Cont.)


Sponsor                                                     Eligibility
   Environment                    Activities                  Criteria                 Cost                      

VI.  Preferred After School-Weekend Experiences

If existing after school-weekend experiences and the associated supportive companion relationships are not in reasonable accordance with the values presented, and if the IEP team has decided that interventions are appropriate, an important task becomes that of determining the preferences of the student and the significant others in her/his life.  On the forms that follow, record at least the two most Preferred After School-Weekend Experiences (PASW) of the student, his/her parents/guardians, teachers and significant others in the time segments the IEP team considers the most important.

Preferred After School-Weekend Experiences of the Student

                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                            
																	

Relationship
  Environment                                             Time     
    Activity                        Day               From  -   To           Supportive Companion
																	                                                                                                                            

 PASW-X
   YMCA                          X  M      T          4:00  -  6:30           A nondisabled schoolmate
    Swimming                     X  W      T
                                    F      S
                                    S 

																	

                                                                                                                            
PASW-1                             M      T                -                                                   

                                    W      T                                                                    

                                    F      S

                                    S 

																	
                                                                                                                           

 PASW-2                             M      T                -                                                   

                                    W      T                                                                    

                                    F      S

                                    S 



Preferred After School-Weekend Experiences of Parents/Guardians


																	

Relationship
  Environment                                             Time     
    Activity                        Day               From  -   To           Supportive Companion
                                                                                                                            
																	


 PASW-3                             M      T                -                                                   

                                    W      T                                                                    

                                    F      S

                                    S 

																	
                                                                                                                            

 PASW-4                             M      T                -                                                   

                                    W      T                                                                    

                                    F      S

                                    S 



Preferred After School-Weekend Experiences of Teachers
                                                                                                                         
																	

Relationship
  Environment                                             Time     
    Activity                        Day               From  -   To           Supportive Companion
                                                                                                                            
																	

 PASW-5                             M      T                -                                                   

                                    W      T                                                                    

                                    F      S

                                    S 

																	
                                                                                                                           

 PASW-6                             M      T                -                                                   

                                    W      T                                                                    

                                    F      S

                                    S 

                                                                                                                            

Preferred After School-Weekend Experiences of Significant Others


																	                                                                                                                            

Relationship
  Environment                                             Time     
    Activity                        Day               From  -   To           Supportive Companion
                                                                                                                            
																	

 PASW-7                             M      T                -                                                   

                                    W      T                                                                    

                                    F      S

                                    S 

																	

PASW-8                             M      T                -                                                   

                                    W      T                                                                    

                                    F      S


VII.  Selecting After School-Weekend Relationships for
Development



A list of preferred after school-weekend experiences and the associated supportive companion relationships has been delineated.  Since all preferences cannot be honored con-currently, those that will be focused upon for development must now be selected.  Users are encouraged to supplement the two step selection strategy offered with any action necessary to make sound selection decisions.

First, IEP team members and relevant others must determine if the settings, activities and other factors associated with each preference are compatible with the learning, performance and other important characteristics of the student and the values presented.  Selecting an after school-weekend supportive companion relationship for development that is not in reasonable accordance with the values presented or that has low acquisition and maintenance probabilities is strongly discouraged.  

The second step in the selection process is to determine the extra support needed to begin developing each preferred after school-weekend supportive companion relationship and whether or not a reasonable probability exists that it can be arranged. Selecting a relationship and then learning that the extra support necessary to develop it cannot be arranged is frustrating, wasteful and counterproductive.  In some instances, it is important that specific kinds and amounts of extra support be arranged prior to beginning the process.  In others, the needed extra support can only be determined, and thus arranged, as the relationship evolves.  The questions and directives that follow are offered to assist in delineating the extra support needed in order for the student to begin functioning in each preferred after school-weekend relationship.  Again, extra support refers to the PERSONNEL, INFORMATION-TRAINING, INDIVIDUALIZED ADAPTATIONS, MONEY and OTHER phenomena a student and those who interact with her/him need in order to participate in acceptable experiences after school and during weekends and other nonschool days THAT WOULD NOT BE NEEDED IF HE/SHE WAS NOT DISABLED.


Will extra support be needed in order to begin developing a preferred after school-weekend supportive companion relationship?

      Yes

      No



If "Yes," record the extra support required and whether a reasonable probability exists that it can be arranged.

                                                   Arrangeable?
Relationship                 Support                  Y   	 N 

PASW-1   												

									

									
	
									

									

									

									

									

									

									
	


										Arrangeable?
Relationship                 Support                  Y   	 N 

PASW-2   												

									

									
	
									

									

									

									

									

									

									
	

										Arrangeable?
Relationship                 Support                  Y   	 N 

PASW-3   												

									

									
	
									

									

									

									

									

									

									
	


										Arrangeable?
Relationship                 Support                  Y   	 N 

PASW-4   												

									

									
	
									

									

									

									

									

									

									
	


										Arrangeable?
Relationship                 Support                  Y   	 N 

PASW-5   												

									

									
	
									

									

									

									

									

									

									
	

										Arrangeable?
Relationship                 Support                  Y   	 N 

PASW-6   												

									

									
	
									

									

									

									

									

									

									
	


										Arrangeable?
Relationship                 Support                  Y   	 N 

PASW-7   												

									

									
	
									

									

									

									

									

									

									
	

										Arrangeable?
Relationship                 Support                  Y   	 N 

PASW-8   												

									

									
	
									

									

									

									

									

									

									
	





Other Information

Record other support information necessary to make sound selection decisions.

													
																																																																																											                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

The After School-Weekend Relationships Selected
In this context, a supportive companion relationship is considered a critical component of an after school-weekend experience.  The assumption is that IEP Team members and the significant others in the life of the student have considered all the information necessary to select the specific after school-weekend supportive companion relationships that will be focused upon for development.  It is also assumed that the strategies used to make those selections are similar to those used to select other important IEP objectives and therefore are professionally defensible.  

On The After School-Weekend Chart, record each relationship selected for development.  Ascribe ASW-1 to the highest, ASW-2 to the next highest priority, etc.  Then record the environment, activities and months in which each relationship will be manifested.  If the relationship is scheduled to be operative during the traditional school year, check school year.  If it is scheduled to be operative throughout the entire year, check annual.  Then record the days per week the relationship will be operative, the approximate starting and ending times, potential supportive companions and the major reasons each was selected from all those preferred.  If additional information is relevant, record it on the page entitled "Other Information."

THE AFTER SCHOOL-WEEKEND CHART


Relationship                                       Day    
  Environment                                      Time             Supportive
    Activity                Months             From -  To           Companion                  Reason		                   
                                                                                                                        

ASW-X
  YMCA                    X  S   X  O      M  T  W  T  F  S  S      Tabitha, a          Student preference 
    Swimming              X  N   X  D                               nondisabled         High parent priority
                             J      F         4:00 - 6:30           schoolmate                                   
                             M      A
                             M      J
                             J      A
                             School Year   
                             Annual        

																		                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                        
ASW-1
                             S      O      M  T  W  T  F  S  S                                                   
                             N      D                              
                             J      F              - ____									                                                             
                             M      A	
                             M      J												
                             J      A
                             School Year   
                             Annual        

																		
                                                                                                                        

ASW-2
                             S      O      M  T  W  T  F  S  S                                                   
                             N      D                              
                             J      F              - ____									                                                             
                             M      A
                             M      J												
                             J      A
                             School Year   
                             Annual        



THE AFTER SCHOOL-WEEKEND CHART (Cont.)


Relationship                                       Day    
  Environment                                      Time             Supportive
    Activity                Months             From -  To           Companion                  Reason                   

ASW-3
                             S      O      M  T  W  T  F  S  S                                                   
                             N      D                              
                             J      F              - ____								                                                             
                             M      A
                             M      J											
                             J      A
                             School Year   
                             Annual        


																	
                                                                                                                        


ASW-4
                             S      O      M  T  W  T  F  S  S                                                   
                             N      D                              
                             J      F              - ____								                                                             
                             M      A
                             M      J											
                             J      A
                             School Year   
                             Annual        


THE AFTER SCHOOL-WEEKEND SUPPORT CHART


Time Segment #    - From          To        


Environment Activity					Extra Support Needed			Person Responsible for
														Arranging the Support

ASWR-1
	                            
		                         
		                         	     Personnel					                             			     Information-Training	                        
			     Individiualized Adaptions	                        	                       	     Other	                        
			     Money	                        
			                             
			     None


ASWR-2
	                            
		                         
		                         	     Personnel								                        
			     Information-Training	                        
			     Individiualized Adaptions	                        
			     Other	                        
			     Money	                        
			                             
			     None

ASWR-3
	                            
		                         
		                         	     Personnel					                        
			     Information-Training	                        
			     Individiualized Adaptions	                        
			     Other	                        
			     Money	                        
			                             
			     None
Other Information

													
																																																																																											
                                                            
                                                            
                                                            
                                                            
                                                            
                                                            
                                                            
                                                            
                                                            
                                                            
                                                            

VIII.  After School-Weekend Relationship #1  

Arranging Support
The task now is to develop at least the after school-weekend supportive companion relationship that has been selected as the highest priority.  

Is extra support needed in order to begin developing After School-Weekend Relationship #1?

      Yes

      No



If "Yes," describe the plan of action those responsible will use to secure the support needed to begin developing After School-Weekend Relationship #1.

													
																																																																																											
                                                            
Has the support necessary to begin developing After School-Weekend Relationship #1 been arranged?

      Yes

      No



If "Yes," proceed.


If "No," engage in the actions necessary to secure the support needed.



Recruiting
The task here is for the IEP team to recruit at least one nondisabled companion to assist, teach, guide, protect and otherwise support the student.  First, the preferred characteristics of Supportive After School-Weekend Companion #1 must be delineated.  Second, a recruiting plan must be articulated and the persons who will actually search for and screen potential companions must be arranged.  Third, the nature of the presentations that will be made to potential companions and relevant others must be approved in advance.  Fourth, it must be verified that the potential companion meets the minimum standards of acceptability established by the IEP team and relevant others.


Preferred Characteristics - Is a gender preferred? 

      Yes

      No 


If "Yes," record the gender and the reasons why it is preferred.

      Male

      Female



Reasons preferred.

													
																																																																																																		

The age range from which the supportive companion will be selected is 

From         To        



Provide the reasons why After School-Weekend Companion #1 must be selected from the age range recorded above.

     	The student will benefit from being with a nondisabled peer who is more socially mature than he/she. 

     	Due to the interfering actions the student exhibits, it seems necessary for the companion to be older and stronger than typical.
													
																																																																														 

                                                                 
Is the location of the home of After School-Weekend Companion #1 relevant?

      Yes

      No 



If "Yes," report why the location of the home of After School-Weekend Companion #1 is relevant and the preferred location.

													
																																																																																											
                                                                 


Is the academic history of After School-Weekend Companion #1 relevant?

      Yes

      No 

If "Yes," report why the academic history of After School-Weekend Companion #1 is relevant.

													
																																																																																											

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 
Do the Parents/Guardians of the student prefer that After School-Weekend Companion #1 have specific characteristics?

      Yes

      No 



If "Yes," record the characteristics of After School-Weekend Companion #1 that are preferred by the Parents/Guardians of the student.

													
																																																																																											

Is it important that faculty members have positive regard for After School-Weekend Companion #1?

      Yes

      No 



If "Yes," report why it is important that faculty members have positive regard for After School-Weekend Companion #1.

													
																																																																																											 
Is it important that nondisabled students have positive regard for After School-Weekend Companion #1?

      Yes

      No 



If "Yes," report why it is important that nondisabled students have positive regard for After School-Weekend Companion #1.

													
																																																																																											
                                                                 

Are there specific physical characteristics After School-Weekend Companion #1 must possess?

      Yes 

      No



If "Yes," report the specific physical characteristics After School-Weekend Companion #1 must possess and why.

													
																																																																																											

Report other characteristics After School-Weekend Companion #1 must possess and the reasons why.

													
																																																																																											                                                                 


The Recruiting Plan - Record those responsible for recruiting After School-Weekend Companion #1.

		 		                              Name

      	Special Education Teacher						                        

      	Regular Education Teacher						                        

      	Principal					                        

      	School Counselor						                          

      	Occupational Therapist						                        

      	Physical Therapist						                        

      	Speech and Language					
      	Therapist	                        

      	Parents/Guardians						                        

      	Brother						                                               
      	Former/Current Eating					
      	Companion	                        

      	Sister							                        

      	               						                        
	
     	               						                        



Record the recruiting strategies that will be used.

     	The recruiter will visit the after school-weekend environments that will be utilized and solicit nondisabled students who function therein.

     	Suggestions from school personnel will be solicited.

     	Presentations will be made to and potential companions will be solicited from regular education classes.

     	Presentations will be made to and potential companions will be solicited from student organizations.

     	Presentations will be made to and participants will be solicited from religious organizations.

     	Presentations will be made to and participants will be solicited from "community centers."

     	Suggestions from parents/guardians will be solicited.


Outline the information that will be presented to potential after school-weekend companions and relevant others.

													
																																																																																																                                                                 

                                                                 
Verifying Acceptability - After at least one nondisabled schoolmate has agreed to become an After School-Weekend Supportive Companion, whether or not she/he meets the minimum standards of acceptability established by the IEP team and relevant others must be determined.


Name of the Potential After School-Weekend Companion

												             



If the potential after school-weekend companion is less than eighteen, has the approval of her/his parents/guardians been secured?

      Yes

      No



If "No," secure their approval before proceeding.


This potential After School-Weekend Companion is acceptable for the following reasons:

      She/he is of the preferred gender

      Within the desired age range

      Possesses the desired physical characteristics

      Preferred by parents/guardians

      Preferred by teachers

      Preferred by student

      Faculty members have high regard for the individual

      Has a history of high academic performance

      Nondisabled students have high regard for the individual

      Her/his parents/guardians approve

      Lives near the student


                                                                 
Establishing The Relationship
After an acceptable supportive companion has been recruited, the tasks become that of introducing her/him to the student and communicating the nature of the relationship to both.  In some instances the companion will be someone who is known to the student and establishing the relationship will be relatively easy.  If he/she is new to the student, reasonable caution should be taken to ensure that the relationship starts in a positive manner.  Report the person who is responsible for establishing the relationship between the student and After School-Weekend Companion #1
                              .

Describe the plan that the person responsible will use to establish the relationship.

     	The student, the supportive companion and the establisher will meet, get to know each other and agree upon future meeting times and places, etc.

													
																																										
                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 
                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 
Training or Verifying Competence
A responsible adult who can provide training to the companion or verify the necessary competencies must be secured.  Then, a training plan that includes, but is not limited to, explaining the anticipated outcomes, discussing relevant medical, behavioral and other important information, ensuring safety and verifying appropriate supportive techniques must be designed.  Finally, exactly how the companion will be trained or verified competent must be decided.

In some instances the reality may be that After School-Weekend Companion #1 is competent or otherwise acceptable and training is unnecessary.  If so, the person responsible is required to report how competence was verified.  For example, when it was determined that a nondisabled peer played basketball with Sam in their neighborhood all summer, all the teacher did was periodically observe, talk to the companion about her experiences and verify that the nature of the relationship was professionally defensible during open gym at the "Y" after school.



Report the person responsible for training or verifying the competence of After School-Weekend Companion #1.

			 	 					                                                                         Name

      Special Education Teacher	                         

      Regular Education Teacher	                         

      Principal	                         

      Counselor	                         

      Occupational Therapist	                         

      Physical Therapist	                         

      Speech and Language 
	   Therapist	                         

      Parents/Guardians	                         

      Brother	                         

      Sister	                         

                          	                         

                          	                         



Report the strategies that will be used to train After School-Weekend Companion #1.  If the trainer will use a strategy other than those delineated, describe it in reasonable detail.  If a training strategy is not necessary, report how After School-Weekend Companion #1 was verified competent.

													
																																																																		


     	Training in the actual environment.
First, the trainer, the student and the companion will meet in the setting in which the relationship will be operative.  Second, the trainer will model the appropriate instructional strategies, safety procedures, helping techniques, etc.  Third, the trainer will fade or reduce his/her presence until the companion demonstrates competence without the need for direct assistance from the trainer.

If a version of this strategy is selected, describe it in reasonable detail below.

													
																																																																																										 



     	Training in a simulated environment and then verifying competence in the actual after school-weekend setting.

First, the trainer will conduct a series of training sessions with the companion to provide him/her with verbal, modeled and written information concerning the student and the supportive functions needed.  The student will not be present at these simulated training sessions.  Second, when the trainer judges that the companion is ready, she/he will meet with the student and the companion in the setting in which the relationship will be developed.  Third, the trainer will observe the student and the companion interacting to insure that the appropriate supportive functions are being provided.  Fourth, the trainer will fade his/her presence until the companion functions acceptably without the need for direct assistance from the trainer.  

If a version of this strategy is selected, describe it in reasonable detail below.

													
																																																																																										

If the training strategy that will be used is not reported above, describe it below.  If the companion was verified competent, described how this was done.

													
																																																																																										
                                                              

                                                              

                                                              

                                                              

                                                              

                                                              

                                                              

                                                              

                                                              





Supervising-Evaluating
Once After School-Weekend Companion #1 has been trained or verified competent, responsible adults who can provide the necessary supervision and conduct periodic evaluations must be arranged.  The responsibilities of the supervisor include, but are not limited to, insuring that the student and the companion interact as scheduled, verifying that reasonable safety and other supportive functions are being provided acceptably and communicating progress or problems to the evaluator.  In most instances the supervisor will be an adult who is typically present in the setting in which the relationship is operative.

The responsibilities of the evaluator and those of the supervisor overlap, but are in some ways different.  The primary responsibility of the evaluator is to monitor the nature of the relationship over time.  This includes, but is not limited to, documenting progress or the lack thereof, assisting in the improvement of instructional strategies and adaptations, insuring that the arrangements agreed upon are being implemented and determining if changes in the relationship are needed.  

In many instances, the supervisor and the evaluator will be the same person.  If so, redundancies in the components that follow should be minimized.  If the supervisor and the evaluator are different persons, it is often prudent to arrange for at least one member of the IEP team to be responsible for evaluation, even though he/she may not directly supervise the relationship.  For example, a boy scout leader may directly supervise a particular after school-weekend relationship.  However, since he/she is not a member of the IEP team, the evaluator is responsible for debriefing him/her as to the nature and progress of the relationship.

Record who will be responsible for supervising After School-Weekend Relationship #1.

		          Name

      Special Education Teacher	                         

      Regular Education Teacher	                         

      Principal	                         

      Counselor	                         

      Occupational Therapist	                         

      Physical Therapist	                         

      Speech and Language 
	   Therapist	                         

      Parents/Guardians	                         

      Brother	                         

      Sister	                         

                          	                         

                          	                         




Record the strategies that will be used to supervise After School-Weekend Relationship #1.  


     	The direct observation strategy.
The supervisor will periodically observe and record information about the nature and progress of After School-Weekend Relationship #1 in the settings in which it is operative.  She/he will then communicate relevant information to the evaluator and appropriate others.  

If a version of this strategy is selected, describe it in reasonable detail below.

													
																																																																																										



     	The periodic discussions with the companion strategy.

The supervisor will periodically meet with the supportive companion and gather information about the progress of After School-Weekend Relationship #1.  The supervisor will then communicate relevant information to the evaluator and appropriate others.  

If a version of this strategy is selected, describe it in reasonable detail below.

													
																																																																								


If the supervisory strategy that will be used is not recorded above, describe it below.

													
																																																						

Report those who will be responsible for evaluating After School-Weekend Relationship #1.

		   Name

      Special Education Teacher							                         

      Regular Education Teacher						                         

      Principal						                         

      Counselor						                         

      Occupational Therapist						                         

      Physical Therapist						                         

      Speech and Language 
	   Therapist						                         

      Parents/Guardians						                         

      Brother						                       

      Sister	 					                        

                          						                         

                          						                         



 						                          Record the strategies that will be used to evaluate After School-Weekend Relationship #1.  

     	The direct observation strategy.

Once After School-Weekend Supportive Companion #1 has been trained or verified competent, the evaluator will observe the student and the companion interact and record relevant information.  Then, in order to assess progress, the evaluator will periodically re-observe the relationship.  He/she will then communicate evaluative information to the IEP team and relevant others.  

If a version of this strategy is selected, describe it in reasonable detail below.

                                                              
													
																																																																																										 

                                                              

                                                              

                                                              

                                                              

                                                              

                                                              

                                                              

                                                              




     	The periodic discussions with the supervisor strategy.

Once After School-Weekend Companion #1 has been trained or verified competent, the evaluator will periodically meet with the supervisor to discuss progress, problems, future plans, etc.  The evaluator will then report evaluative information to the IEP team and relevant others.  

If a version of this strategy is selected, describe it in reasonable detail below.

													
																																																																																										



     	The periodic discussions with the companion strategy.

Once After School-Weekend Relationship #1 has been operative for a reasonable period of time, the evaluator will periodically meet with the supportive companion and discuss progress, problems, etc.  The evaluator will then communicate evaluative information to the IEP team and relevant others. 

If a version of this strategy is selected, describe it in reasonable detail below.

                                                              
													
																																																																																										
                                                              


     	The periodic discussions with the student strategy.

Once After School-Weekend Relationship #1 has been operative for a reasonable period of time, the evaluator will periodically meet with the student and discuss or otherwise gather information about progress, problems, etc., if feasible.  The evaluator will then report evaluative information to the IEP team and appropriate others.  

If a version of this strategy is selected, describe it in reasonable detail below.

													
																																																																																										
                                                              

 

     	The periodic discussions with knowledgeable persons strategy.

Once After School-Weekend Relationship #1 has been operative for a reasonable period of time, the evaluator will periodically interview other persons who function in the settings in which the relationship is operative and gather evaluative information about progress, problems, etc.  The evaluator will then report evaluative information to the IEP team and relevant others.  

If a version of this strategy is selected, describe it in reasonable detail below.
													
																																																																																										 

	The video record strategy.

Once After School-Weekend Relationship #1 has been operative for a reasonable period of time, a video record of the nature of the relationship will be made.  The video record will then be studied by the evaluator.  Additional video recordings will be made across time and compared to those recorded previously.  The evaluator will then report evaluative information to the IEP team and relevant others.

If a version of this strategy is selected, describe it in reasonable detail below.

													
																																																																																										
                                                                  


If evaluation strategies other than those described above will be used, describe them below.

													
																																																																																										

It is highly recommended that all evaluation strategies address at least the following.


Is the student benefiting from involvement in After School-Weekend Relationship #1?

      Yes 

      No


If "Yes," report how the student is benefiting from involvement in After School-Weekend Relationship #1.
           
     	He/she enjoys the activity.

     	She/he is learning new and valuable skills that are being performed across many environments.

     	He/she is meeting new people.

     	She/he has access to many more environments because of it.

     	His/her status within the school is enhanced.

     	She/he has the opportunity for much needed physical exercise.

     	Interactions with the companion are occurring in other environments.

                                                                 

                                                                 
If "No," report how the student is not benefiting from involvement in After School-Weekend Relationship #1.

     	He/she does not enjoy the activity.

     	Given her/his physical and intellectual abilities, he/she is not able to participate in the relationship in meaningful ways.

     	The contacts are not frequent enough for the student to benefit.

     	The companion is inappropriate.

        The activities are unsafe.

                                                                 

                                                                 

Are the parents/guardians of the student pleased with After School-Weekend Relationship #1?

      Yes 

      No



If "Yes," report why the parents/guardians of the student are pleased with After School-Weekend Relationship #1.

     	The time of involvement is convenient.

     	The cost is affordable.
           
     	The relationship is operative after school and during weekends.  This reduces pressures on them.

     	The student enjoys the activity.

     	The student is learning skills that can be performed during family outings and trips.

     	They like the companion.

                                                                 

If "No," report why the parents/guardians of the student are not pleased with After School-Weekend Relationship #1.

     	The time is inconvenient.

     	Travel arrangements are too difficult to make.

     	The activity is too expensive.

     	They do not like the companion. 

     	The student does not enjoy the activity.

     	The activity is unsafe.
                                                                 


Is the involvement of the student in After School-Weekend Relationship #1 creating extra hardships for others?

      Yes

      No



If "Yes," report how.

													
																																																																																										
                                                                 

Are the parents/guardians of After School-Weekend Companion #1 pleased with the relationship?

      Yes 

      No



If "Yes," report why the parents/guardians of the student are pleased with After School-Weekend Relationship #1.
           
     	They told the supervisor they are proud of their son/ daughter.

                                                                 

If "No," report why the parents/guardians of After School-Weekend Companion #1 are not pleased with the relationship?

													
																																																																																										
                                                                 


Are there changes that would improve After School-Weekend Relationship #1?

      Yes

      No



If "Yes," report the changes that would improve After School-Weekend Relationship #1.

                                                                 

                                                                 
													
																																																																																										 

                                                                 


Is it appropriate for the student to continue involvement in After School-Weekend Relationship #1?

      Yes 

      No



If "No," report the after school-weekend relationships that seem more appropriate than After School-Weekend Relationship #1 and the major reasons why each seems so.

                                                                 
                                                                 

                                                                 
													
																																																																																										 

                                                                 


Future Plans
It is reasonable to assume that there will be a beginning, an end and other changes in every after school-weekend supportive companion relationship.  Report the strategy that will be used to address changes in the relationship between the student and After School-Weekend Companion #1.

     	Reducing the support provided by the companion.

Initially, the companion will provide substantial direct personal assistance.  Then, the companion will gradually decrease the amount of assistance provided until the student successfully participates in the activity with much less support/assisance than was provided earlier.

If a version of this strategy is selected, describe it in reasonable detail below.

                                                              
													
																																																																																										
                                                              

	Shifting or Evolving to Different or Additional Relationships With the Same Companion.

Sometimes it is preferred and appropriate for an after school-weekend supportive companion to shift or evolve into different or additional relationships with the student.  For example, Pete and Tom were both members of the YMCA.  As a supportive companion, Tom helped Pete participate in various activities.  As time passed, those involved realized that Tom and Pete had other common interests.  Now Tom also helps Pete with "homework" during study hall at school.


If a version of this strategy is selected, describe it in reasonable detail below.

                                                              
													
																																																																																										 

                                                              

                                                              

     	Shifting From One After School-Weekend Companion to Another.

In some instances it is necessary and appropriate for one nondisabled peer to function as an after school-weekend supportive companion and then for another to take his/her place. If it is necessary or appropriate to shift from one companion to another, describe your plan to do so in reasonable detail below.

                                                              

                                                              
													
																																																																																										 



     	Ending the relationship.

If the end of an after school-weekend relationship can be anticipated, IEP team members should make plans to shift to another and/or to develop or enhance new ones.  If the relationship ends abruptly, all reasonable attempts must be made to build another as soon as possible.  It is also important that the student understand that the relationship will end and to minimize the negative emotional, social and other effects of abrupt or eventual terminations.  

Describe in reasonable detail the plan you will implement if the relationship is scheduled to end or ends abruptly.

													
																																																																																										 

                                                              

If there are other plans to accommodate to the eventual changes in After School-Weekend Relationship #1, outline them below.

																																																																		                                                              
Other Relevant Information

																																																																		                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

                                                                 

IX.  After School-Weekend Relationship # 

In many instances more than one after school-weekend supportive companion relationship will be selected for development.  If so, the forms, charts, questions and directives used in relation to After School-Weekend Relationship #1 should be adapted accordingly.
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